WHY: is AIDS a problem for everyone?
HOW: does "doing science" change the way I think?
WHERE: should I turn if my employers are unethical?
WHAT: effect will my work in automation have on unemployment?
WHEN: are YOU going to
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**CONTEXT SUBJECTS**

The Human Contexts of Science and Technology

Subjects Jointly Taught by Faculty in Different Disciplines

Information Available at:

**CONTEXT HEADQUARTERS**

Undergraduate Education Office Rm 200-141 and at other academic offices

---

**FALL SUBJECTS**

- Ethical Issues in the Work Life of Engineers and Scientists
  - 2.95/J/16.996/J/18.096/J/STS 061J
  - TPP 631 (4HS)
  - D. Anick, S. Bird, I. Paul, L. Trilling, C. Whitbeck

- Life and Institutions of Science
  - 8.092/J/STS 014J (HASS)
  - C. Kayser
  - J. King

- AIDS: Scientific Challenge and Human Challenge
  - 7.00/J/15.6U
  - D. Baltimore
  - M. Rowe

- Automation, Robotics, and Unemployment
  - 6.903/J/STS 013J (HASS)
  - M. R. Smith
  - L. Smullin

---


Watch for the next episode in the September 8th issue of THE TECH...